Florida Panhandle National Heritage Area

3rd Planning Meeting and Feasibility Study

Sept. 25, 2018
1:00-2:30 p.m.
Panama City Publishing Co. Museum
1134 Beck Avenue
Panama City, FL 32401

Join the Florida Public Archaeology Network (FPAN) and the Askew Institute for Multidisciplinary Studies (AIMS) for the third meeting regarding the possibility of designating the Florida Panhandle as a National Heritage Area (NHA) and latest updates on the feasibility study. NHAs in the USA are places where historic, cultural, and natural resources combine to form cohesive, nationally important landscapes. Unlike national parks, NHAs are large, lived-in landscapes. A designated NHA receives recurring Federal funding and technical support from the National Park Service.

To RSVP email Dr. Sorna Khakzad
skhakzad@uwf.edu
850-595-0050 ext. 107

http://www.uwf.edu/fpnha